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Current Events in Context: Pop Politics
We hope you learned something new or
refreshed your memory on a topic you've
previously studied.
If you enjoy OCW resources and can afford to
support OCW, then please consider donating to
OCW today.
Your gift demonstrates your commitment to
knowledge as a public good and shows our
sponsors and funders how much our visitors
value the site.
Make your donation can count event more with a
matching gift from your company. To find out
whether your company has a matching gift
Image of a big gup machine by freedryk.
policy, please enter your employer's name in the
Recently a New York State Supreme Court Justice made it clear that there's MIT matching gifts page.
more at stake in New York City's "soda ban" than simply how many empty
calories you can fit into a plastic container. Mayor Bloomberg's overturned
law stands at the center of a controversy that demonstrates the difficult
business of making public policy—his "War on Soda" is a sticky mix of
science, economics, and politics.
The new law would have banned big, sugary drinks from restaurants,
theaters, sports venues, and pushcarts in New York City. Any soda or
energy drink with more than 25 calories per 8 ounces could not be sold in a
container exceeding 16 ounces, excepting beverages made of 100% fruit
juice or 50% dairy products. Although everyone was ready to make the shift
—here is a mayor who had already successfully banned trans-fats and
indoor smoking-Justice Milton Tingling struck down the law just one day
before it took effect, calling the regulation "arbitrary and capricious."
The case turns partly around the question of whether the city’s public health
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officials, who operate under the executive branch, are allowed to regulate
sugary drinks. The beverage industry claims that Bloomberg tried to make
an end-run around the legislative process, which explains why the law
contains so many loopholes and exemptions-the Board of Health only
regulates food establishments, so convenience stores could sell all the
mega-sodas they like.
A more interesting question, however, is whether the health problem that
Bloomberg is addressing rises to the level of an epidemic. Right now,
almost 6 out of 10 New York City residents are overweight or obese. The
Mayor's office contends that high doses of sugar in large drinks is a major
contributor to a problem that is taking lives daily, and therefore falls under
the purview of its health officials.
Is the soda ban "nanny state" intervention, or a reasonable effort at "portion
control" for an addictive substance? Evidence shows that soda
consumption and obesity disproportionately impact the poorer
neighborhoods, where cheap calories often trump nutrition. But the soda
companies and their lobby have thrown millions of dollars into public
relations campaigns that focus on calorie labeling, nutritional education, and
exercise over outright bans.

OCW is grateful for the support of:

The city will appeal the decision and the battle will continue to bubble. In the
meantime, you can learn more about the politicization of food in the modern
world and the difficulties of crafting effective health policies by checking out
these courses:
●

●

●

●

11.002J Fundamentals of Public Policy explores the underlying
processes that cause governments to address "public problems."
STS.429 Food and Power in the Twentieth Century explores the
technologies that made industrialized food production, and the
politics of its consumption.
21A.265 Food and Culture explores connections between what we
eat and who we are, and what determines our definitions of "good"
food.
21A.215 Disease and Health: Culture, Society, and Ethics
analyzes the role of society and culture in determining how we
think about public health policy.

New Courses
●
●
●
●

2.S998 Marine Autonomy, Sensing and Communications
6.007 Electromagnetic Energy: From Motors to Lasers
16.50 Introduction to Propulsion Systems
21A.801J Cross-Cultural Investigations: Technology and
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Development

Updated Courses
●
●
●

14.73 The Challenge of World Poverty
15.279 Management Communication for Undergraduates
21H.134J Medieval Economic History in Comparative Perspective

> Find courses that interest you
> Subscribe to the RSS

Highlights for High School

Professors Jacquin Niles, Liz Nolan, and Katharina Ribbeck.

What do slime, malaria prevention, and bacterial all have in common?
Each one of these topics is the focus of research led by an MIT faculty
member.
Learn more about their fascinating research in our newest video series
called "Chemistry in Action: Profiles of MIT Researchers."
> See Chemistry in Action

New edX course: Elements of Structure
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2.01x is a first course on the mechanical behavior of deformable structural
elements. It introduces principles of structural analysis in applications to
essential load-bearing elements, such as bars in axial loading,
axisymmetric shafts in torsion, and symmetric beams in bending. The
course covers fundamental concepts of continuum mechanics, including
internal forces, displacement fields, stresses, and strains. The students will
learn to predict linear elastic structural behavior, and prevent failure, by
relying on the notions of equilibrium, geometric compatibility, and
constitutive material response.
Find out about prerequisites and registration at: http://www.edx.org/

Views from Supporters
"I've always been a fan of MIT OCW
since it's introduction. I think it's a great
effort!
I loved the physics series with Walter
Lewin, and the audio-only Intro. to
Psychology, with Jeremy Wolf.

the quality of education at MIT!

Not only is the content good, but OCW
does something wonderful, it gives
everyone the opportunity to get a taste of

I've recommended the program to fellow students, colleagues, and faculty
alike!
Recently, I've become extremely impressed by the quality of the Scholar
courses! Their value as training alone easily overshadows the donation! A
lot the great classes I went through in my undergraduate engineering
program are on OCW, and seeing the conversion to scholar only made me
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happier!"
- Tom, Independent Learner, USA
> Read more
Tell us what you think of OCW at ocw-feedback@mit.edu.
> Privacy and Terms of Use
MIT OpenCourseWare is located at: One Broadway, Cambridge, MA 02142
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